The Quality of Life Research Center, Copenhagen (host),
OOC – The Organization for Information About Corona Virus COVID-19 (sponsor) &
DFF – Denmarks Free Television (Danmarks Frie Fjernsyn) (distributor)
invite you to the

1st International Conference on COVID-19
– Dangers, Lockdowns, Vaccines & Prevention

ONLINE AND NYTORV, COPENHAGEN OLD CITY,
May 17th 2021 – 9.30-13.30 (UCT+2) and
May18th 2021 – 10.00-15.00 (UCT+2)

May 17 9:30 - 13:30
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi and Dr. Søren Ventegodt: COVID-19 Pandemic
Prof. Dr. Ulrike Kämmerer: The virus and the test
Prof. Dr. Harald Walach and Prof. Dr. Christof Kuhbandner: The preventive measures
Prof. Dr. Martin Haditsch: Principles of vaccination

May 18 10:00 - 15:00
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg: Meaningful versus meaningless vaccinations
Prof. Dr. Dolores Cahill: Short- and long-term dangers of COVID-vaccination
Dr. Mike Yeadon and Prof. Dr. Andreas Sönnichsen: Ethics in medicine and
pharmaceutical science
Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg and Dr. Søren Ventegodt: The Big Picture
Dr. Reiner Fuellmich and Dr. Renate Holzeisen: Legal means to protect the populace

Moderator: Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Germany
Free online conference – stream it from www.denmarksfree.tv
The eight lectures from the conference and the subsequent debates will be recorded and internationally broadcasted by the DFF (Danmarks Frie Fjernsyn) – www.DenmarksFree.TV / www.DanmarksFrieFjernsyn.dk . DFF will broadcast the conference and all parts of it, in films, TV-presentations,
radio programs etc.
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Aim of the conference
This free online conference brings you
the leading scientists’ answer to this
burning question:
Is there a real, dangerous corona pandemic going
on, and is the political corona measures we see in
most countries, including the vaccination programs,
productive or counterproductive to the populations
health, happiness and well-being/global quality of life?

Contact
For the media: for more information,
call 0045 2066766 or send us an email to
info@denmarksfriefjernsyn.dk.
For contact to the organizers, please write to
ventegodt@livskvalitet.org.

What does science tell us about SarsCov-2 and
COVID-19 regarding:
•

The danger – is there a real corona pandemic
or has the danger been overestimated?
•
The lockdowns etc. – are the political actions
related to the corona pandemic justified by
science?
•
The COVID-19 experimental vaccines and
gen-therapies – are the rational? Are they safe?
How do they work, and what do we know about
the technology from animal trials?
The world´s leading experts in corona viruses and
COVID-19 give the best possible scientific answers
to the questions above, and many more.

About the moderator and chairman of
the Organizing Committee,
Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi
Sucharit Bhakdi is an award-winning immunologist and virologist
and one of the most cited German immunologists. He has made a
number of major scientific discoveries, amongst others within the
complement system.
Bhakdi was born in Washington, DC and studied medicine at the
University of Bonn in Germany, where he received his doctorate in
1970. He was a postdoctoral researcher at the Max Planck Institute for Immunobiology and Epigenetics in Freiburg from 1972 to
1976 and at The Protein Laboratory in Copenhagen from 1976 to

Who is it for?
We welcome all doctors, nurses, health professionals, politicians, police officers, media professional
etc. to participate. The public with general interest in
these questions is also welcome to participate.
Physical participation for free is also possible on
Nytorv, where we have applied for acknowledgement
of this conference as “opinion-making assamly”
(“meningsdannende forsamling”).
Online participation happens by streaming form
www.danmarksfriefjernsyn.dk and a number of other
platforms, to be announced from this page.

1977. He joined the Department of medical Microbiology at Giessen University in 1977 and was appointed associate professor in
1982. He was appointed President of medical Microbiology at the
University of Mainz in 1990, a position he occupied until 2012.
Dr. Bhakdi has published over three hundred articles in the fields
of immunology, bacteriology, virology and parasitology, for which
he has received several awards; furthermore, he has received the
honorable Order of Merit for Rheinland-Pfalz.
Sucharit Bhakdi is coauthor of: “Karina Reiss Ph.D. & Sucharit
Bhakdi MD. Corona, False Alarm? Facts and Figures.” Originally
published in Germany by Goldegg Verlag GmbH, Friedrichstraße
191 • D-10117 Berlin, in 2020 as Corona Fehlalarm? Chelsea Green
Publishing Pub.
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Organizing Committee

mentary, psychosocial and integrative medicine and works as a
researcher in holistic medicine and quality of life.

Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Germany (Chairman
of the Organizing Committee)

Prof. Dr. Ulrike Kämmerer

Director Dr. Søren Ventegodt, Denmark

Virologist and immunologist at the University of Würzburg.

Prof. Niels Jørgen Andersen, Norway
Prof. Joav Merrick, Israel

Prof. Dr. Harald Walach

Prof. Dr. Dolores Cahill, UK

Harald Walach is Professor at the Medical University of Poznan,
Poland and at the Medical Faculty of the University

OOC’s Scientific Commitee
(Establish 2020-06-12)
Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi
Dr. Leonard Coldwell
Dr. med. Peer Eifler
Prof. Dr. med. Pietro Vernazza
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Stefan W. Hockertz
Prof. Dr. med. Jay Bhattacharya
Dr. Søren Ventegodt

Witten-Herdecke, Germany.
Prof. Dr. Christof Kuhbandner
Professor of Psychology, University of Regensburg, Germany
Prof. Dr. Martin Haditsch
Martin Haditsch currently works at the TravelMedCenter
Leonding and the department of microbiology at the
Labor Hannover MVZ GmbH.
Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg
Dr. med. Wolfgang Wodarg is an internist, pulmonologist, social

Moderator

medicine specialist, doctor for hygiene and environmental medicine and was the head of a health department for many years.

Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Germany
Prof. Dr. Dolores Cahill

Host
Quality-of-Life Research Center, Copenhagen Denmark

Professor Dolores Cahill is at the University College Dublin.
Dr. Mike Yeadon
Dr. Mike Yeadon, former Chief Scientific Advisor, Pfizer
Prof. Dr. Andreas Sönnichsen
At the Medical University of Vienna, General Practice and Family

Speakers (in order of appearance):

Medicine Professor

Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich

Sucharit Bhakdi, Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology and

Dr. Fuellmich is a lawyer and has already taught as a professor

Immunology and Former Chair, Institute of Medical Microbiology

and lecturer at universities in Germany and Estonia.

and Hygiene
Dr. Renate Holzeisen
Dr. Søren Ventegodt

The business lawyer and economist Dr. Renate Holzeisen from

Søren Ventegodt holds the European Masters degree in comple-

South Tyrol trained in mathematics and statistics.
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This conference will seek to answer a
number of crucial questions regarding
COVID-19 and SARS-CoV-2 viruses

1) Which questions are the question we need to ask to get the
knowledge we need to arrive to scientifically based decisions
about corona and the corona laws?
2) Can it be said with certainty that corona virus SARS-CoV2 is

There are many preconditions that must be met for it to make

known, ie. isolated, crystallized, sequenced, etc.? Where did it

sense to make corona special laws and lockdowns, with the gross

come from – animals, humans, a lab in China?

violations of constitution, human rights and fundamental rights
that this entails.

3) Can they be said with certainty that corona virus SARS-CoV2
causes the disease COVID-19? Has it been shown in experiments

There must initially be a virus that we can identify as the cause of

that infected people develop the disease?

the pandemic; then it must be shown that there is actually danger
ahead, i.e. excess mortality in society; then it must be shown that

4) Does COVID-19 have a well-defined and recognizable disease

this excess mortality is due to the virus in question, and this re-

picture that allows us to diagnose it – and is it so that it with cer-

quires i.e. that we can test scientifically unambiguously and clear-

tainty refers to corona virus SARS-CoV2, so that the disease can

ly for viruses; next, we must clarify the occurrence of the disease

be diagnosed without a chemical test?

and death the virus causes primarily through autopsies of the
dead; secondly, it must be shown that there is something rational

5) Are the PCR test and the other molecular tests scientifically

and meaningful to do against it, i.e. that the political measures

valid for the detection of COVID-19's causative virus corona virus

taken are rational - built on scientific knowledge.

SARS-CoV2? How can we know this with certainty, when there is
no "golden standard" - that is, any certain, prior scientific knowl-

If you introduce corona special laws with lockdowns and social

edge of the corona?

distancing with subsequent vaccination programs as a normalization strategy as the solution to the problem, you must simply

6) Is there excess mortality associated with the corona pandem-

show that this is rational and scientifically based.

ic? If there is not, how can we know that the low mortality is not a
consequence of the political corona measures? If there is, how

The need for scientific rationality is further reinforced by the fact

can we know if this is caused by corona virus SARS-CoV2 and not

that the government has taken up the right to perform extremely

by overtreatment, malpractice of putting people in ventilators

serious violations of citizens’ rights in the form of forced vaccina-

without them needing it, adverse effects of the treatment such as

tion of citizens suspected of being infected with COVID-19 and

hospital infections, psychosomatic factors such as anxiety and

considered a threat to health.

psychological problems due to (mis-)information, lockdowns
downs, unemployment, domestic violence, economic damage etc.
due to the policy measures, etc.?

In a professional dispute over the danger
of corona SARS-CoV-2 and the nature of
the present corona pandemic, a number
of questions are central.

7) Are there certainly proven late injuries in connection with the
corona pandemic, and how have these been proven in scientific
studies?
8) What have autopsies of the COVID-19 infected shown where
they have been autopsied, for example in Hamburg?

Ongoing court cases about corona in many countries call for
well-document scientific knowledge about corona.

9) Is the net effect on the health and well-being of societal lockdowns and corona special laws beneficial or harmful? The nega-

The core questions to be asked about corona to enable the court

tive effects of the damage to the economy and people’s global

to decide whether corona is dangerous - ie whether corona caus-

quality of life must be taken into account here.

es excess mortality or late injuries that make it professionally justified to introduce unconstitutional special corona laws and regu-

10) Is the net effect on the health and well-being of face

lations and social lockdowns, given advice and instructions on

masks, extreme cleanliness, social distancing etc. beneficial

corona like face masks, assembly bans, curfews etc. are:

or harmful?
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11) Is the net effect on health and well-being of people avoiding

e)… that SARS-CoV-2 virus proteins can be artificially created or

social contact through minimizing group sizes, closing schools,

extracted from cultured viruses.

sending people home to work, etc. beneficial or harmful?

f)… that there is a specific SARS-CoV-2 virus which is the one
spread during the pandemic and not many new coronaviruses,

12) Is the planed corona “vaccinations”, which are all known to

which are constantly being supplemented by additional, newly

have considerable severe adverse effects, even death, a rational

mutated corona viruses.

enterprise, in consideration of what we know about corona and

g)… that the COVID-19 PCR test can distinguish accurately and

what we know about the vaccines/mRNA vaxxines?

precisely between the different corona virus mutations.
h)… that the antibody test for COVID-19 can distinguish between

It is important to emphasize that it requires considerable exper-

the different corona virus mutations.

tise to put together the right list of questions to answer the sim-

i)… that the other COVID-19 tests can distinguish between the

ple question: Is there a real, dangerous corona pandemic going

different corona virus mutations

on, and is the political corona measures we see in most countries
productive or counterproductive to the populations health and
happiness? This is why we urgently need the internationally rec-

2. We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)

ognized experts to inform us on these matters; the questions

if it exists at all, that shows…

asked above are therefore for guidance only.

a)… that there is a well-defined disease unit called COVID-19.
b)… that SARS-CoV2 causes COVID-19.
c)… that COVID-19 causes excess mortality (ie is dangerous).
d)… that Professor Klaus Püschel's conclusion that no one died of
COVID-19 from the autopsy study carried out in Hamburg on all

Some of the specific questions about
corona etc. addressed by the conference

those who had died of COVID-19 is incorrect.
e)… that COVID-19 causes a higher mortality rate than influenza
(ie is more dangerous than influenza).
f)… that the excess mortality seen in certain countries is in fact

Is it true, as many scientists today believe, that we do not have a

due to the corona virus, and not the life-suppressing, state corona

corona pandemic with excess mortality that can justify special

measures (special laws, etc.), as leading international experts

laws, social distancing, mandatory facemasks and lockdown?

and the scientific literature point to damage the quality of life,

The political measures seem to have little scientific meaning and

health and survival during corona pandemic.

they all violate people’s constitutional rights, their human rights,
and other fundamental rights.
3. We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)
Furthermore, if there is no real danger from the corona pandemic,

if it exists at all, that shows…

the untested experimental corona “vaccination” (gene therapy)

a)… that the PCR test for COVID-19, which is the basis for all

programs claimed to be able to “normalize” the situation in socie-

COVID-19 statistics worldwide and for the testing of all COVID-19

ty, are not scientifically founded, while they are putting people to

vaccines, including the mRNA vaccines, is scientifically valid.

great danger.

b)… that the antibody test for COVID-19 is scientifically valid.
c)… that the other tests (rapid tests, etc.) for COVID-19 are

This possibility makes it extremely important to establish the true

scientifically valid.

scientific data about corona COVID-19.
4. We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)
1. We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)

if it exists at all, that shows…

if it exists at all, that shows…

a)… that it is at all possible and that it helps in mortality to prevent

a)… that SARS-CoV-2 virus is present and that it can be transmit-

the spread of infection with corona virus.

ted from human to human (as it has never been scientifically

b)… that in a city where we live together, it is possible to prevent

proven in an experiment that corona virus can infect a human).

the spread of corona infection.

b)… that SARS-CoV-2 virus has been isolated.

c)… that 1) facemasks generally prevent the spread of corona in-

c)… that the mRNA code of the SARS-CoV-2 virus is known (se-

fection and reduce colds and mortality; that 2) it helps on mortali-

quenced).

ty that people wear facemasks in the public space, and 3) that it

d)… that SARS-CoV-2 virus proteins are known and well described.

does not cause bacterial pneumonia, allergies and many other
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things to wear facemasks, ie that the constant use of facemasks

b)… that virus does not mutate so fast that it is pointless to test

for many hours is not connected with considerable side effects,

against a single mutation, let alone vaccinate against it.

as the literature indicates is the case, 4) that there is no serious

c)… that we do not benefit from being infected with the corona

psychological damage as a result of long-term use of facemasks

virus because it keeps us immune and thus healthy.

in public space or in the workplace, not least in the mentally ill and

d)… that healthy people who carry the corona virus infection can

weak individuals. In connection with the latter, it is important to

infect others with so much virus that they get sick from it, as it is

note the increasing incidence of domestic violence, suicide, and

common knowledge from science that the cause of the disease

mental hospitalizations among young people in connection with

is concentration-dependent and that a healthy carrier just

the corona pandemic, as also described in the literature (); in this

releases a very small amount of virus (about 20 virus particles).

connection, it should be mentioned that the scientific literature
points to extensive injuries in young people who are forced to
wear facemasks for a long time.

7.We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)

d)… that the droplets we exhale carrying the virus are not smaller

if it exists at all, that shows…

than the holes in the facemasks, so that it is not pointless to car-

a)… that there is a corona vaccine that is effective as it can re-

ry it to avoid infection with the virus.

duce infection and reduce mortality (infection mortality rate), and

e)… that surgical facemasks close so tightly to the face, that all or

not just alleviate the symptoms of corona infections which we do

at least the dominant part of the exhaled air is filtered through it,

not have to a significant degree anyway.

even when it is worn loosely around the nose as almost all Danes

b)… that the corona vaccines have been scientifically tested and

wear it.

found safe, understood as less dangerous than the corona virus

f)… that a facemask made of cloth which is also allowed also

SARS-CoV-2 (if it is admitted above that corona is not dangerous

works.

at all, it must be a vaccine without any side effects). In this con-

g)… that the face visor also works, although it impossibly can re-

nection, it can be mentioned that the mRNA vaccines have cur-

move droplets carried by the exhaled air.

rently caused 157 deaths in the USA, which means that about

h)… that facemasks do NOT weaken our communication with each

1 in 10,000 die immediately in connection with the vaccine.

other when we can not see each other's facial expressions as all

c)… that the corona vaccines, including Pfizer- BioNTech and

psychological studies on the matter have shown is a crucial im-

Modern mRNA gene therapy, have been scientifically tested

portant part of body language, which as you know makes up more

according to the applicable drug testing standards; here it must

than 90% of our communication with each other. In particular, it

also be shown that the testing is not based on the CPR method

must be shown that the emotional contact is NOT weakened by

or other scientifically invalid test methods, or on statistics based

the facemask. The two points above are of course reinforced by

on PCR testing of the population.

social distancing, which is why the scientific evidence must also
include this factor.

5.We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)
if it exists at all, that shows…
a)… that lockdown reduces mortality.
b)… that social distancing reduces mortality.
c)… that restricting the size of assembly reduces mortality.
d)… that hand sanitizing , the use of plastic gloves and other
hygienic measures in public spaces reduce mortality.
e)… that corona special laws, corona regulations, etc. individually
and in their entirety reduce mortality.
… In connection with the COVID-19 pandemic

6.We will review the scientific documentation (evidence)
if it exists at all, that shows…
a)… that we do not obtain herd immunity that keeps us all collectively protected when we are constantly and regularly infected
with coronavirus.
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Please donate to OOC and DFF who are
sponsering and broadcasting the conference
Mobilepay 858420
Support OOC and DFF – Please donate to OOCs og DFFs
approved collections of money supporting these organizations’
work in general:
Støt landsindsamlingerne til fordel for hhv OOCs og DFFs
generelle arbejde godkendt af Indsamlingsnævnet:
OOC - Organisationen til Oplysning om Corona

OOC - Paypal

OOC - Mobilepay

DFF - Paypal

DFF - Mobilepay

The Organization for Information About Corona virus COVID-19.
CVR-nummer: 41359870
Kontonummer Reg 9570 No. 13017522
Mobilepay 858420
OOC’s IBAN: SE421200000009570013017522
BIC (SWIFT-adress) DABASESX
DANMARKS FRIE FJERNSYN, DFF
www.denmarksfree.tv
CVR: 41996196
Kontonummer Reg 9570 No. 13196710
Mobilepay 434193
DFF’s IBAN: SE421200000009570013196710
BIC (SWIFT): DABASESX
OBS: Please write “Donation/Your name”
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